Abstract-The high precision assembly of mechanical parts requires precision that exceeds that of robots. Conventional part-mating methods used in the current manufacturing require numerous parameters to be tediously tuned before deployment. We show how a robot can successfully perform a peg-in-hole task with a tight clearance through training a recurrent neural network with reinforcement learning. In addition to reducing manual effort, the proposed method also shows a better fitting performance with a tighter clearance and robustness against positional and angular errors for the peg-in-hole task. The neural network learns to take the optimal action by observing the sensors of a robot to estimate the system state. The advantages of our proposed method are validated experimentally on a 7-axis articulated robot arm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Industrial robots are increasingly being installed in various industries to handle advanced manufacturing and high precision assembly tasks. The classical programming method is to teach a robot to perform industrial assembly tasks by defining key positions and motions by using a control box called a "teach pendant." This on-line programming method is usually tedious and time consuming. Even after programming, it takes a long time to tune the parameters for deploying the robot to a new factory line due to environmental variations.
Another common method is off-line programming or simulation. This method can reduce the downtime of actual robots, but it may take longer overall than on-line programming including the time for developing the simulation and testing on the robot. It is quite hard to represent the real world including environmental variations with 100% accuracy in a simulation model. Therefore, this off-line method is not sufficient for some industrial applications such as precision machining and flexible material handling where the required precision is higher than that of robots.
In this paper, we propose a skill acquisition method where the low accuracy of conventional programming methods is compensated for by a learning method without parameter tuning. Using this method, a robot learns a high precision fitting task by using sensor feedback without explicit teaching.
For such systems, reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms can be utilized to enable a robot to learn new skills through trial and error by using a process that mimics the way humans learn [1] . The abstract level concept is shown in Fig. 1 . Recent studies have shown the importance of RL for robotic tasks that use cameras and encoders [2] [3] [4] [5] , but none of these methods can be applied directly to high precision industrial applications.
To show the effectiveness of this approach, we focus on learning a tight clearance cylindrical peg-in-hole task. This is a benchmark problem for force-controlled robotic assembly. The precision required to perform this task exceeds that of robots. In addition to a tight clearance, the hole can be tilted in either direction, further adding to the difficulty. Instead of using super-precise force-torque sensors or cameras, we rely on the common force and position sensors that are ubiquitous in industrial robots. To learn the peg-in-hole task, we use a recurrent neural network, namely, long short-term memory (LSTM) trained by using RL.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we explain the problem. Details on our proposed method are given in Section III. A quantitative analysis of the method on a real robot is presented in Section IV. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section V with directions for future work.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A high-precision cylindrical peg-in-hole task is chosen as our target task for force-controlled robotic assembly. This task can be broadly divided into two main phases [6] :
• Search: the robot places the peg center within the clearance region of the hole center. At the beginning of this phase, the peg is located at a distance from the center of the hole in a random direction. The distance from the hole is assumed as the "positional error." • Insertion: the robot adjusts the orientation of the peg with respect to the hole orientation and pushes the peg to the desired position. This phase is executed after the completion of the search phase subsequently.
In this paper, we study and learn these two phases separately.
A. Search Phase
Although industrial robots have reached a good level of accuracy, it is difficult to set pegs and holes with a precision of a few tens of µm by using a position controller. Visual servoing is also impractical due to the limited resolution of cameras or internal parts that are occluded during assembly, for example, in the case of meshing gears and splines in transmission. In this paper, we use a common 6-axis forcetorque sensor to learn the location of a hole with respect to the peg position.
Newman et al. [7] calculate the moments from sensors and interpret the current position of a peg by mapping the moments onto positions. Sharma et al. [6] utilize depth profiles in addition to roll and pitch data to interpret the current position of a peg. Although these approaches are shown to work in simulation, it is difficult to generalize them for real world scenarios. In a real case, it is very difficult to obtain a precise model of the physical interaction between two objects and calculate the moments caused by the contact forces and friction [8] .
B. Insertion Phase
The insertion phase has been extensively researched. Gullapalli et al. [9] use associative RL methods for learning robot control. Majors and Richards [10] use a neural network based approach. Kim et al. [11] propose an insertion algorithm that can recover from tilted mode without resetting the task to the initial state. Tang et al. [12] propose a method for autonomously aliging the peg by measuring force and moment before the insertion phase on the basis of a threepoint contact model.
Compared with these previous works, we insert a peg into a hole with a very small clearance of about 10 µm. This high precision insertion is extremely difficult, even for humans. This is due to the fact that humans cannot be so precise and the peg usually gets stuck in the very initial stage of insertion. It is also very difficult for robots to perform an insertion with a clearance tighter than their positional accuracy. Therefore, robots need to learn in order to perform this precise insertion task by using the force-torque sensor information.
III. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING WITH LONG SHORT-TERM MEMORY
In this section, we explain the RL algorithm for learning the peg-in-hole task. As shown in Fig. 2 , an RL agent observes the current state s of a system defined as:
where F and M are the average force and moment obtained from the force-torque sensor; the subscript x, y, z denotes the axis.
The peg position P is calculated by applying forward kinematics to joint angles measured by robot encoders. During learning, we assume that the hole is not set to the precise position and that there are positionanl errors. By doing this, we add robustness against positional errors that may occur during inference. To satisfy this assumption, we Fig. 2 . Network structure using LTSM calculate the rounded valuesP x andP y of the positional data P x and P y by using the grid shown in Fig. 3 . Instead of the origin (0, 0), the center of the hole can be located at −c < x < c, −c < y < c, where c is the margin for the positional error. Therefore, when the value is (−c, c), it will be rounded to 0. Similarly when the value is [c, 2c), it will be rounded to c, and so on. This gives auxiliary information to the network to accelerate the learning convergence. The machine learning agent generates an action a to the robot control defined as:
where F d is the desired force and R d is the desired peg rotation given as input to the hybrid position/force controller of the manipulator. Each component of the vector a is an elementary movement of the peg described in Fig. 4 . An action is defined as a combination of one or more elementary movements.
The RL algorithm starts with a random exploration of the solution space to generate random actions a. By increasing exploitation and reducing exploration over time, the RL algorithm strives to maximize the cumulative reward:
where γ is the discount factor, r is the current reward assigned to each action, and k is the step number.
With the proposed method, we compute only one reward r at the end of each episode. Then, the reward value is propagated with a propagation decay from the end of the episode to the beginning of the episode. We avoid using the precise distance information nearby the hole because the positional data during the learning phase can have errors. If the trial succeeds, the following positive reward r is provided to the network:
where k max is the maximum number of steps in one episode,
As we can see from Eq. (4), the target of the learning is to successfully perform the task in a minimum number of steps. If we cannot finish the task in k max , the distance between the starting point and the final position of the peg is used to compute the penalty. The penalty is different for the search phase and the insertion phase. For the search phase, the penalty or negative reward is defined as:
where d is the distance between the target and the peg location at the end of an episode, d 0 is the initial positional error of the peg, and D is the distance defining the safe zone. For the insertion phase, the penalty is defined by:
where Z is insertion goal depth and z is the downward displacement from the initial peg position in the vertical direction.
The reward is designed to stay within the range of −1 ≤ r < 1. The maximum reward is less than 1 because we cannot finish the task in zero steps. An episode is interrupted with reward −1 if the distance of the peg position and goal position is bigger than D in the search phase. In the insertion phase, the reward r becomes the minimum value −1 when the peg is stuck at the entry point of the hole.
To maximize the cumulative reward of Eq. (3), we use a variant RL called the "Q-learning" algorithm. At every state, the RL agent learns to select the best possible action. This is represented by the following policy π(s):
In the simplest case, the Q-function is implemented as a table, with states as rows and actions as columns. In Qlearning, we can approximate a table update by using the Bellman equation: (8) where s and a are the next state and action, respectively.
As the state space is too big, we train a deep recurrent neural network to approximate the Q-table. The neural network parameters θ are updated by the following equation:
where α is the learning rate, ∇ denotes the gradient function, and L is the loss function as follows:
Using the Q-learning update equation, the parameter update equation can be written as:
As shown in [13] , we store the data for all previous episodes of the agent experiences to a memory pool P with maximum size P replay in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) manner (Algorithm 1). Random sampling from this data provides replay events to provide diverse and decorrelated data for training.
In the case of machine learning for a real robot, it is difficult to collect the data and perform the learning offline. A robot operates in a loop, and RL keeps improving the performance of the robot over time. To efficiently collect data and learn, the proposed algorithm uses two threads: an action thread and a learning thread. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code of the action thread. The episode ends when we successfully finish the phase, the maximum number of allowed steps k max is exceeded, or a safety violation occurs, i.e., going outside the safe zone D. It stores an observation in a replay memory and outputs an action on the basis of the neural network decision. Algorithm 2 shows the learning thread. It updates a neural network by learning with the replay memory.
Unlike [13] , we use multiple LSTM layers to approximate the Q-function. LSTM can achieve good performance for complex tasks where part of the environment's state is hidden from the agent [14] [15] [16] [17] . In our task, the peg is in physical contact with the environment, and the states are not clearly identified. Furthermore, when we issue an action command as shown in Eq. (2), the robot controller interprets the command and executes the action at the next cycle. Therefore, an environment affected by an actual robot action can be observed after 2 cycles from the issuing action. Experiments show that LSTM can compensate for this delay by considering the history of the sensed data.
Algorithm 1 Action thread
Initialize replay memory pool P to size P replay for episode = 1 to M do Copy latest network weights θ from learning thread Initialize the start state to sequence s 1 while NOT EpisodeEnd do With probability select a random action a k , otherwise select a k = argmax a Q θ (s,
Update the learning network weight using Eq. 11. end if until Receive a termination signal from the action thread
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The proposed skill acquisition method was evaluated by using a 7-axis articulated robot arm. A 6-axis force-torque sensor and a gripper were attached to the end effector of the robot as shown in Fig. 5(a) . The rated load of the force-torque sensor was 200 N for the force and 4 N m for the moment. The resolution of the force was 0.024 N. The gripper was designed to grasp cylindrical pegs of a diameter between 34 and 36 mm. In this paper, we suppose that the peg is already grasped and in contact with the hole plate. We prepared pegs and holes with different sizes as shown in Table I . The clearance between the peg and the hole is defined in Table I . The robot arm accuracy was only ± 60 µm. As shown in Fig. 5(b) , a 1D goniometer stage was attached to the base plate of "Hole 1" to adjust the angle of the plate with respect to the ground. Fig. 6 shows the architecture of the experimental platform. The robot arm was controlled by action commands issued from an external computer (Intel Core R i7, 2.5 GHz). The computer communicated with the robot controller via the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). The sensors were sampled every 2 ms, and the external computer polled the robot controller every 40 ms to get 20 data points at one time. These 20 data points were averaged to reduce the sensor noise. The learned model was also deployed on a Raspberry Pi R 3 for execution. The machine learning module in Fig. 6 trained a LSTM network by using RL to perform an optimal action for a given system state. We treat search and insertion as two distinct skills, and we train two neural networks to learn each skill. Both networks use two LSTM layers of size h 1 = 20 and h 2 = 15 in Fig. 2 . At the first step, the search phase is learned, and then the insertion phase is learned with the search skill already in place.
The maximum size of the replay memory P replay shown in Algorithm 1 was set to 20, 000 steps, and it was overwritten in a FIFO manner. The maximum number of episodes M was set to 230, and the maximum number of steps k max was set to 100 for the search phase and 300 for the insertion phase. The learning thread shown in Algorithm 2 started learning after E threshold = 10 episodes. The batch size was P batch = 64 to select random experiences from P. The initial exploration rate for the network was set to 1.0, i.e., the actions were selected randomly at the start of learning. The exploration was reduced by 0.005 after each episode until it reached 0.1. This allowed for a gradual transition from exploration to exploitation of the trained network. AdaDelta [18] was used for the optimizer with ρ = 0.95 and = 1e−6. The discount factor γ was set to 0.5. The propagation decay was set to 0.95.
A. Preliminary Experiments
Preliminary experiments and analysis on actual robot moments were performed to compute the optimal vertical force F d z . We first calibrated the 6-axis force-torque sensor. In particular, we adjusted the peg orientation (R x , R y ) to ensure that both M x and M y were 0 for a vertical downward force F z = 20 N as shown in Fig. 7(a) . After calibration, we analyzed the moments for three different downward forces F d z at three different peg locations (x, y) as shown in Fig. 7(b) . It is better to use a weaker force to reduce wear and tear of the apparatus, especially for relatively fragile material, e.g., aluminum or plastic. As a result, we decided to use a downward force of 20 N for all subsequent experiments in the search phase.
B. Search Phase
Due to the accuracy of robot sensors, there is an inherent error of 60 µm in the initial position of the peg. In addition, the hole can be set by humans manually in a factory, and there can be large positional errors in the initial position of the hole. Therefore, we executed learning the search phase from a different position at the beginning of every episode in order to make the system robust to positional errors. We added a constant positional error from the center of the hole in 1 of 16 directions randomly selected. Instead of directly starting from a large positional error, the learning was done in stages for the search phase. We started with a small initial positional error of d 0 = 1 mm for the peg from the hole and learned the network parameters. Using this as prior knowledge, we increased the initial positional error to d 0 = 3 mm. Instead of starting from an exploration rate of 1.0, we set the initial exploration rate to 0.5 for the subsequent learning stage.
The state input s to the search network is a 7-dimensional vector of Eq. (1). These data are rescaled to a similar level before being fed to the network. The size of the grid in Fig. 3 was set to c = 3 mm for d 0 = 1 mm and c = 5 mm for d 0 = 3 mm. The neural network selected one of the following four actions defined by using Eq. (2): The peg position P z was used to detect when a search was successful. If P z became smaller than ∆z s = 0.5 mm compared with the starting point, we say that the peg was inside the hole. We set 10 mm for the maximum safe distance D in Eq. (5) . Fig. 9 shows the learning progress in the case of a clearance of 10 µm, a tilt angle of 0
• , and an initial offset of 1 mm. Fig. 9(a) shows the learning convergence, and Fig. 9(b) illustrates that the number of steps to successfully accomplish the search phase was reduced significantly. The training time for the search phase was approximately 50 minutes.
C. Insertion Phase
After training the searching network, we trained a separate but similar network for insertion. Successful searching is a pre-requisite for the insertion phase. We executed the searching phase to get the starting point for learning the insertion phase. On the basis of the 7-dimensional vector of Eq. (1), we define the following state input vector of this network:
where M x and M y sense the peg orientation, while F z indicates if the peg is stuck or not.
To accomplish the insertion phase, the system chooses from the following five actions of Eq. (2).
The vertical peg position P z is used for goal detection. If the difference between the starting position and the final position of the peg P z becomes larger than Z, we can judge that the insertion is completed successfully. We used 19 mm for the stroke threshold Z in Eq. (6) . The reward for a successful episode is similar to the one used in the search phase as shown in Eq. (4). The training time for the insertion phase was approximately 80 minutes.
D. Results
To show the robustness of the proposed method, we performed experiments with different combinations of a peg and a hole for different clearances. We also performed learning and execution with a tilted hole plate by using a 1D goniometer stage under the plate. In this paper, the tilt angle was fixed during one online learning. The results are shown in the video (see https://youtu.be/b2pC78rBGH4).
We executed the peg-in-hole task 100 times after learning to evaluate the time performances of the learning method. We achieved a 100% success rate with a different execution time for each configuration. Fig. 10 shows histograms of the execution time for the following two cases regarding search, insertion, and total time.
• Case A: an initial positional error of 3 mm in 1 of 16 random directions, a clearance of 6 µm, and a tilt angle of 0 • .
• Case B: an initial positional error of 1 mm in 1 of 16 random directions, a clearance of 20 µm, and a tilt angle of 1.6
• . Fig. 10(a) shows the distribution of the execution time spread over a wider area and is shifted further right than Fig. 10(d) . When the tilt angle was larger, the execution time for the insertion increased as the angle of the peg needed to be aligned with the hole. (1) CONVENTIONAL APPROACH USING FIXED SEARCH PATTERNS [19] .
(2) OUR PROPOSED METHOD. Table II summarizes the average execution time in the 100 trials for the 6 cases. For comparison, our results are compared with the specifications on the product catalog of the conventional approach [19] . The conventional approach also uses force sensing control, and a predefined fixed search pattern is used during the search phase in a fitting task. The minimum clearance with the conventional approach is 10 µm, and the maximum positional and angular errors allowed by the conventional approach are 1 mm and 1
• , respectively. Our proposed method achieves a tighter fitting task with a clearanance of 6 µm while keeping similar total execution time. The results show that more robust fitting skills against positional and angular errors can be acquired by the proposed learning method.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
There are industrial fitting operations that require very high precision. Classical robot programming techniques require a long setup time to tune parameters due to environmental variations. In this paper, we propose an easy to deploy teach-less method for precise peg-in-hole tasks and validate its effectiveness by using a 7-axis articulated robot arm. The results showed the better performance for a tigher clearance and robustness against positional and angular errors for a fitting task.
In this paper, the high precision fitting task was learned for each configuration by using online learning. As the next step, we will generalize the model for various configurations by offline learning with an experience pool gathered for multiple tilt angles and clearance configurations. As future work, we will gather trial information from multiple robots in various configurations and upload them to a cloud server. A more general model will be learned on the cloud by using this data pool in batches. We would like to generalize the model so that it can handle different materials, robot manipulators, and also different shapes. Then, skill as a service will be delivered to robots in new factory lines with a shortened setup time.
The proposed method uses a discrete number of actions to perform the peg-in-hole task. As an obvious next step, we will analyze the difference between this method and continuous space learning techniques such as A3C [20] and DDPG [21] .
